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The genuineness and seriousness of defendants' instant motions, the 

~~ - gincerity--and—honesty—ofwhat was presented to the court, can be addressed in several 

——- —-ways,-all-eonsistent with plaintiff's need to bering this cause at action and all 

_.-.-.- proving. the validity of plainfiff's motion for a summary judgement. 

....One_of these is through examination of what defendants’ instant motion and its , . 
SESE steer ee sisi 

_addenda as they present what are represented as direct quotations from correspondence, 

_law, regulation and contracts and the ‘Fidelity with which Tues allegediy % direct 

_quotations have their real ineaning imputed in the said ¢ defendants' motion and addenda, 

_.___, Under what is iabelled “STAI TEMENT OF BAEERTA FACTS AS TO WHICH THERE Is NO 

GENULNE ISSUB", defendants szkwz select excerpts from one of r plaintife’ s many letters oe 

~ (incorrectly ‘identified and innorrectly dated by defendants) —— | 

and one of defendants" siete responses. In defendants! Hemevendium on “Points and 

Authorities", the is scanty a and distorted 2 quothtatn"HbertbBe Sd tSPE Lee ‘grommet oe 

“identified as one ~~ ae ; 

_Bnpatiterto"plaintit® v wrote the Director of Information, GSA" on June 6, “1970, 

— whereas plaintiff did not “write: ‘the Birector of Information, GSA on that dates 

Stan art oh-$s-—the-misidentified. LatteF bom 

_einpet qncatton. ¢ from Plaintiff's June 20, 1970 letter, ?on defendants!’ September 17, — 

1970 reply. 

‘The extent of plaintiff's. correspondence with the government in an effort to 

“obta public information improperly withheld from him is so great plaintiff-cannot~—-~ ~~ 

. assure ‘e this court that | he has located and itemized all of it. “However; he has isolated 

“and copied a total ©? letters between him and khe govern ment of this subject-alone,———.~ 

“not counting correspondence with the representative of the executors-of the-estate-of ———— 

the late President?°tastétters from whom wt attached-to the complaint-as Bxhibit-C. 

~ Plaintiff's léttersto the government on this subject total -16,-replies, where made, 

~ total wines Of these, defeiidants wrote-only four-prior-to-the filing of the complaint. 

THe single letter-of-defendants'-quoted- was-written after filing of the complaint 

“On the face it it, rt would -hardly~seem-that- there is.or-is intended to be fair 

~yepresentation-of -either-plaintiff's requests_or defendants' responses in the partial 

quotation from but-two-of-a-total-of. more than 25 letters, and these two the last one_ 

written by plaintiff prior -to-filing the-complaint-and the other defendants! reply... 

IGE  
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of three months later, after dated 21 days after filing of the complaint. 

“Plaintit® suggests that such inordinaté delay in making response ink itself "~~ 

' violates 5 U.S.C. 552 and clearly wrustrates eo iheat fe tose of the Congress and~the--~~ 

~taw ((a)(3) stiputates promprness). In-any event, it would-hardly seem -possible-that ~~ 

eT letter written so long afte filing ofthe complaint disposed" of it, as claimed a 

——on Page ~6-of the Memo defendants'-"Memorandum-on Paints~and- ‘Authorities";—especially----—- 

(where-def endants go to-such length-to- misinform—the--court-at that—pbjnt,;—misrepresenting 

~—~-this-letter-as having been wri tten-before filing--ofthe-complaint—in_this fashion: — 

| Notwithstanding the..response_of the Archives to plaintiff's requests, he alleges in. 

_.the_complain: : 

To this, = ae aeestiouS Being ERGEe of ea to Each aimese and 

honesty = Aue teet omy should be added the fact that the letter thus 5 wisrepresented 

was Bi OH "the BES EAERS of the Archives to ‘plaint tiff's | requests" a at all, but was that 

we, OF the Durester of Public affiars of GSA. 

“With ‘this ‘background, ee court can i hetier appraise ie fauthewipess of ey is 

“quoted ~— amesented = defendants ‘to the court | as @ | fair representation of plaintiff's 

requests and defendants responses. 

~ ‘BSBSHSSSALT SBSSSSSSBSSSHESSSASSBSASSBABASASTSOSPHSHASIBS OBES SBSSBSSESEt— 

I 
ae 2) re cast miners er 

crmonnnnnnnnenmnnegernd tart the —eourt-can -~-determine- for—itselLf-whetkher-or—no $ plaintiff correctly _ 

~-and-honestiy and fairly-quotes-that which plaintiff alleges defendants do not, plaintiff 

—attaches hereto-full- copies-of every letter or page quoted. Because defendants already 

-—---have-eopies-of-eachof these..things.and because, being without regular income, even 

seh slight costs-are burdensome to plaintiff, he attaches these to the original onlys 

_....._ Here what is relevant and was withheld from the court, with eee being - substituted, 

~will_be. added by plaintiff and marked by underlining. — 

a nae pent ne —< 

7 ee ae 

The first quotation is from? Ee ‘Tettes, eisiieniicied - i sthedgee gdgnts 65 1970, 
  

whereas it was actually dated June 20, 1970 appears on | page + ee ‘the "Statement of 

_Material Facts" as follows: _ 

"Over the months, I have made requests for documents in the Netiiones “Archives:  
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files relating to the assassination of President John Kennedy. ..." 

— _Ather this ‘there is a ine of apverisks 7: as pene should Bes 2 for aside from 

omitted peg er seraenS ae paragraph, the entire second ‘peregrah 3 is omitted. 

‘Plaintiff Believes the court can better understand why those things that are here 

omitted from , plaintiff's required appeal « are omitted by Caeeenannte it the eonet ¢ soneiaen 
ees moh 

them in the context of defendants! "A "TIT, Argument", Subsection A, (op. 46) 7 

which fie the ‘claim that "Plaintiff Has Failed to ) Bahaust ‘ae ivatiiahie 
ridin ot sce = 

Administrative ‘Remsdiea.ft 

"What follows in ‘plaintiff's. letter of appeal ‘and is carefully omitted i ing 

‘defendants! selective quotation therefore directly : relates to plaintiff's "“enlicaa 

efforts | to exhaust his administrative remedies even ‘prior to writing the letter of appeals 

~The omitted part of plaintiff's opening paragraph is here quoted in full: 

“mubiei keting these requests would be rejected. I asked that if rejected, to save time, ~~~ 
which your agency wastes for me as a routibe matter, the request be forwarded to you as 

' Iy appeal under your régulations, as a nécessary prerequisite to invocation of 5 UsS.C.552.~ 
— in Addition, I addressed a letter drawing together some of these requests, with the 

P “wndéerstandaging) that if the decision was not changed following review, it would be 

forwarded to you as ny appeal." " 
ee ——- ——— eee Si a i a a cS ee ee 

eed 

| Because nonthe-Long eka were the rule rather than the , exception in pisesietee 
Bepetee ae ca = eer 

requests ce pits adie Oulbeettee at the of the National Archives, sixcumthandelay 

inmespondings and because some were never answered @ iybethe Archives and ‘other eter 

agencies with ole information oe ‘to “the Jeqeeime cian of. the, President, Plaintiff 

indimded he par. gue omits ted 4, by def endants again |. neers on weer or vot ‘plaintier 

had, conscicntiously ‘tried ‘to exhaust his administrative remedies prior to ‘filing suite 

The record shows that. “plai intife waited 1 more » than “two “months after filing ‘this appeal 1 before 

tare tiie inann foemesastcts 

he did file his complaint in the instant action: | 

_ "I 'shall interpret failure to respond as waiver of the requirement, unless there ~~ 
is immediate response, now that there is no doubt you have been informed, I believe the 

“long delays are in themselves waiver of the requirement, when considered with the language _ 
. of the law, its legislative history, and hex clear Congressional intent.' " 

| MOAKONE KARA KERAR 

“In an effort to make it appear like what is other than the truth, a point ~~ 
  

“actually argued in this instant motion by defendants, that defendants had, in fact, ~ ~~ 

complied with the law and provided the requested photographs to plaintiff, the thira~ ~~~  
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paragroah of plaintiff's kekkux appeal was similarly edited to omit what disproves 

the false claim of defendants: 
me: ottireheeeremennr tanneries coe ieee a: a a a a ec a ee a eet ene 

"Herewi th I apoesil a _pébscunent decision, to rehiee me photographic copies “of 
photographs in. these- files..l have. been provided... copies_of some of the photographs 
of the President's garments . » - the magnification of which... is automatically 
prevented by..their having been made from photoengraved copies, the screen of which appears | 
as dots upon magnification." 

‘The ‘two deletions i in this: ‘selective quotation from plaintiff's ‘ide apoeal | a 

are | pretty c clearly designed to lay a basis for defendants' invalid arguments that 

defendants have complied with the law and regulations, have given the plaintiff the pictures 

to which he is entitled wder the law, and that "there are wl” GeMAnS TESUsS"; whererore—~ 

defendants Ware entitled to have this action @ismissed or, inthe latematives tonave ~~ 

a judgement entered” in their favor", WaAt is hére edited out by defendants also refutes ~~ 

the ‘only basis” upon which defendants can, under the GSA-family contract; fefuse to~-—--- 

“provide plaintiff with copies or pictures ofnthe clothing-or~-to-make—pietures~-therefor———--- 

for phaintift:fany other use-which would tend tm-in-any-way to dishonor the-menory-of   Fam bye sett Fo eran ISRO yp Smee ero ec ene eS a 

| "The.family desires. to..prevent.the undignified or sensational use of these materials ©    
\ (such.as_public display) or oe nL eee 

__The words deleted in the first instance are "with utterly meaningless", in the | 

_seconf instance, ",those showing no detail, nothing but Bore or those", 

in combination, these deletions both change the sense of what plaintiff wrote 

2S Somes At De Bee ae Beet 1o Fey Bet Ee Pegs Ge ae 1au were tee by 
defendants, argued further, from this false basis, under "Argument" ¢ on page De 

What plaintiff actually said is that whe picture wet Mien HE was | Provided are | oy 

Plat, AL pw We yap met , Be i 

those published, not those withheld; that naay bad no more » evidentiary or research | 

“use or bine ‘han a Brain eee of _Paperys $ that “they » were not, in fact, « getuane -photo- 

_ graphic photographs but were offset pictures that t inevitably a are : Eaeseiag finde unclears 

and above all, that at tay 5 were » exactly what hey 3 in common with the family, didubrt — 

pictures % thakxe raaiicaniecer ¢ shiiable o nly “for "sengational | or undignifica ane",  
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Making this omission even more pertinent is the false and deceptive emphasis 

~gdded to -preciselythis- point inthe GSA-family contract, _ which also happenes- to be | one > OF 

~~~the five: additions—ofemphasis not disclosed to the court (p.7)« Without ‘this: delenions 

-SeRdadante could-hardly argue that plaintiff's proper requests were denied bepause © the 

9 --—used-intended was. "undignified and_ sensational" and violated the contract. ie will 

_awell_on this at greater length in responding tbh that part of defendants! “Argument t A", 

the next paragrpah is edited to hide violation of regulations and to make it 

a _ageeee SPAY? pepulations and the contract 1% were > complied With. As defendants ‘Seeresented 

it to this court, what plaintiff wrote : is: 

The Rational Archives has” nde its own photographs of these ‘garments for ‘the ‘Alleged 

cP pOSS of making them available tor . study 2 rather than pennibtinw study of “the garmentSee. " 

in considering che sRrnenese of what was , deleted, this ‘court might ‘also consider 

_ that only after fot yours of plaintifts: oquests, was ; the existence « of these denied 

a photographs cigalouct to plaintatt | What is ‘deleted reads: 

cmt homamemcees 

"When I sought sopadigaion £ examine > the g: garments, under a “precedent where
by it” 

-——-----“-was-petmitted to examine Lee. Harvey Oswald's shirt, I was refused. I was shown photographs 

BE which I was denied copies." (Emphasis added. ) There is further ‘point in this” ‘deletion ~ 

in. that it is y Sead -nsd thet photographs “be provided “where the conditions were met, as ~~ 

plaintiff. did mect. them... 

~The last quotation from plaintiff's letter is so_ deceitfully excised. that it 

_....... -hag.him in the position of telling a lie, It : reads: 

"One of these was the front of the President's shirts “+t is the only such 

-_-Baptograph in the Archives of which I have knowledge.” .~. >-T-aske-for-it-or-an-enlarge-._.. 

_ment of the area showing the damage to. the shirt." 

This is not the only photograph 1 in the Archives of wiieh plaintite had ‘Knowledges 

4 This: and what is consistent wea 1 the ulterior purposes of he eaekier excisions is 

obvious upon reading what was sliced out of ‘thisxemurskswhat 1 was as presented to this 

court: 

tao 

"that | can serve zesearch ‘purposes and can be used for other” -than-undignifi
ed———- 

__or sensational purposes.' , sa aa te vectcteremmer—erintione sen — 

ww So that the court can better understand the non-accidental character of dis editing 

that in plaintiff's belief is designed to mininform and mislead this court and to falsely”  
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make it appear that defendants had complied with the law and regulation while plaintiff 

--had:-made—inadequateandimproper requests, plaintiff informs the court that he has 

_.-reapeatedly challenged the defendants and the representative of the familt to show _ 

_how.a) any other than "udignified or sensational use" could possible be made of the _ 
  

_ pictures made avaibable and given the widest possible dissemination by the government 

or. b). the converse, how it was conceiveably possible for such use to be made of the 

pictures requested by the plaintiff or those in the possession of the Archives: and 

_ denied hin, Plaintiff went further and sent ‘the representative of the: family hose 

pictures Bhowing nothing | but ‘the gore plaintiff | eens ae BLGHERE aaee available oy 

the defendants, with this shallenge. essa the family Se Ereseniesd Te did not ¢ aispute 

plaintiff's 3 re resentation of the chamaGter of the awaxk peeves made available is 
a ds 

clear : in t he Red representatin 2S BEEpORSS Exhibit © : of the coupleint, 

That plaistirt seeks only pictures not subject te sensational or quilignttied 
oon ne ee 

use and this challenged to “defendants is, side 1 from ParBal eammmniesiian, ‘recorded _ in 

whet this instant motion iy defendants ignores and 1 would have this court thereby ‘believe _ 

does - east, plaintiff's let ter to defendants dated Dedember 1, 1969 and in 1970 

on Sanuxny 27 ( where plaintiff also pointed out that the only available photographs = 

nao not disclose, to careful edamination, that is testified to”); March 14 (wherein ~ 
~ ween egpect. “tO 

gintitr point out xmak the archives refusal to copy the existing negatives for” ~~~ 

able _ 
“plaintiff and to rpove views of the damage that do not exist in Hep pictures 

“how inconsistent this is with your claims, especially that it is your intent to~~ 

prevent 'morhid' use of this most basic research material: The-only—use-to-which the ~ 

“pictures you have ¢an be used precludes scholarship.s.constitute end-unseemly-and———~ 

~mhecessary display of the late President's bloods 1t-is-goreys—That—is-not-what-I--—.—~ 

~want"-emphasis in original); ftereh~5-lekerein-plainSiPe.neperted—that-te_pichwes.. . 

provided "area complete waste, for they-disclose-nothing_but-gore.and, asl tried to... 

—tell~you;-gore-is—something in which I have no interest".)3; June_20, the appeal (__ Co 

—(where-—this-is-repeated.on the second page, to. which Plaintiff _added that wae the 

_voluntary supplying of its pictures by the Department « of Justice | the defendants! _ reasons 

for withholding were"spurious"  



    

“upon the agency..."And defendants ard here-seeking-to-lead-the-court--to-believe -that------------| 

~contrary to the facts, xpkaxmixkXy 
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voluntary supplying of its pictures by the Department of Justice sHeHS proves how 

_ "obvious" the "spurious pretense has been bhat not to withhold such pictures would permit | 

undignified or sensational USC. To this qt add that Mr. ‘Burke Marshall has informed me 

of no other & ound for withholding under he provisions or she siisgee iis alaomaabih On 

September 15, which is in ‘response had a RE pEeInves aa: letter from the irchivist, tone 

a a iting ore the compliant (rt "The + print vou sent is valueless on several | senate. 

DEBPOW 5 your > contrary pretenses, you persist in naling available for. use on ly pictures 

that can be used for nothing bade dignified « or sensational, 7 purposes, ‘maces that 

show nothing but ZOLre» This, Tr repet; is ‘not my interest..."); and October 12, in 

response he a self-serving letter of Octover 9, where plaintiff's earlier correspondence 

“is 5 quoted “(My exclusive interest is in . evidence. ' This “picture i: is ; totally valueless _ 

as evidence, for it mskes impossible even the certainty of the outline of the hole. 

“Were I to try and trace this hole, even that would be impossible. .2.you do not 

dispute my characterizations..")e 

" Now kuis plaintiff's citation of the gross misrepresentation of his requests abd ~~ 

and correspxndence is not without point, for urider the law —- and in a passage cited ~~ 

by defendants under "IT. Pertinent Statutes and Regulations” with these words carefully 

omitted (p.2) "the burden is on the agency to sustain its action". Similar language ~~ 

ds in Hy Rept 9, reflecting the intent of the Congress, "The burden -of proof is~ placed 

  

-~PlaintiffHas Fairle -Failed-to-Exhaust-the Available Administrative.Remedies". 

—Defendants-also..seek to misinform the court as to the nature of what plaintiff asked. 

defendants carefully withhold firom the Te 

and. was,—improperly, illegally, and contrary to regulations, denied. Thus is is necessary _ 

_for defednants to so grossly misrepresent this correspondence, the extent of which 

_So, presented as the last "STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FaCTS AS TO WHICH THERE ib NO- 

GENUINE ISSUE" is "5, On September 17, 1970, the Director of Public AFfairs, by letter, 

__advised plaintiff:" followed by further selective quotation. Now September 17, 1970, 

in -defendants-language at -"II1 argument-A." (pp.-4-6) 
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three months after plaintiff's appeal under the regulations, wkirrkxskows 

- “almost. a month after filing ok Ene. complaint. As Bprewhouely: cited enOns those relevant 

} 

facts SO carefully edited mus of this cout ie attention in defeddant's nisrepresentationss 

of plaintift's effort a ea: obtain the © public information he seeks end on diligent 

‘SaSpike plaintife 2 made to ) comply with the regulations, plaintiff had informed the 

‘Person to amy under the regulations, ie was requires, to > appeal, that he would wait | a 

reasonable time before filing ‘the compiniart, Two months is more than a “reasonable ‘time. 

The > Language of He ‘Reps of 3 is “unequivocal: 

"seit a | request ‘for information is denied | by an agency subordinate the person — 

__making the request is entitled to prompt review." _ 

_Three months delay, waiting until about a month after filing a complaint, is 
__hardly "prompt". The Attorney General's Memorandum" on this law addresses this in 
_several ways, once at almost the exact point cited in another context and oc 

; of that context by defendants (p/9), saying (on Pe 24) that “Emery ator aan be - 

made to avoid ‘encumbertne applicant's path with ‘Procedural GUSEREESA smn 3 and lon 

Ps 28) by emphasizing the ahoye-eired. Language cd the } House Hoport, saying that 

"the person making ( the seqneet: is entitled to prompt review" 

an ae CaRey by the selective quotation that amounts to mioquotation, ana by 

_iptbp icing 1 the > significance « of the > dates, defeiiante Wide frau. he ‘coure the fact 

that under the law there was_no review ‘oa, ‘that | even . self-serving response | on any | 

nature was delayed for mires ‘onthe, 

At this point in the "Statement of Materia; Fact8" and where defeddant falsely 

: ‘eallim cladtis “Plaintiff Has | Failed ‘to Exhaust the Available Administrative Remedies," 

Perea eetsy—moot, three-months-late letter is quoted, in the second instance with — 

“further reference to plaintiff's misakted letter of June 20, misdated by defendants ~~~ 

“at June 6, 1970, The court is not informed of the extensive preceéding correspondence ~~~ 

“in which plaintiff made his requests nor of plaintiff's response, by return mail, 

Undoubtedly prepared with the deceptive use here made in mind, having been-—----— ~~ 

“prepared long after filing of thé instant complaint, this letter, as quoted, has- 

“the appearance of reasonableness and responsviveness, whereas it-is-neither, and ——————.  
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is couched to make it appear that defendants have provided that which they denied 

piapeiee for more than four YEARS The court cannot read this quotation from the 

defendants! "response" « and ‘have ihe slightest Stew ‘of. what is ; referred too ‘There is 

reference "Ttems" by numbers ‘though five, as though ‘such ‘itemization appeared 

in plaintiff's apoeal,, which is contrary ‘to fadt. There is no such itemization in 

plaintiff's appeal. What is designated as items 2,3 and 4 are not described in any 

Ways ‘So. far as the information provided ‘the court is concerned, these could be paper- 

clips, - toilet paper: ‘and the original of the Declaration of Independence. Item 1 is” ~ 

~ Gaentified merely as a "photograph", with no more identification given the court. ~~ 

Item 5 is” identified as "photographs". No more. Defendants have seen to it that” 

the court is not and from its pleadings cannot be informed of what plaintiff seeks and- 

- sought or what thisb"response” really sayso ~~ EEE 

~~However, despite the fact that this letter of defendants seems-to-have-been—-----.. 

designed for just the misue of it here made, having-been written-so-longafter—————_-... 

~-filing of the complaint and~being-in-no-sense-a-genuine-response-to-plaintiff's. 

—appeal,~it-nonéheless-eannot-aveid-confession of denial of.plaintiff's rights to 0. 

__publie-information-and. violation of both law and regulations in two instances to. 

which plaintiff? will return, but here notes. In saying that "item 1 has been denied _ 

__to,you_onlyin terms. of furnishing you a personal copy of the photograph", defendants 

are really saying that this photographs has been denied, the furnishing of copies _ 

_being required, as will be seen. In saying that defendants, so. belatedly are willing 

_."to furnish you with prints of the item 5 photographs", defendants admit what 
  

plaintiff alleged in the complaint, | that defendants have permitted others: with 

_@ known, predisposition to support the official explanesvan. of the aseesetiat. On of 

President Kennedy to examine and ‘photograph wise alien that are official ‘evidence, 

whereas they refuse the : same > right to plaintiff. ak hee A 

  

Jit: is s this ‘thet - is | oGaierere, in plaintiff's supplement 4 to his Motion for : a 

Summary Judgement. 

  

|



eine ttactchens 

FURKEKIOX 

Qa add an end line three up, 

> thus, if with opposite intent, admitting fully the correctnes~-of-plaintiff's——.-- 

“statements and claims in plaintiff's Motion for-a-Summary-Judgement.—-———---. =. 
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__ However, so carried away with the cuteness of defendants" _trickery was 

_ defendants" counsel that in _ the course of flasely arguing anaes ae Had not exhausted 

his administrative remedies, counsel said at the most casual examination of p plaintiff's 

June 2, 1970 appeal matt astebbieh to be uéterly « and | completely false: 

"The preceeding portion of plaintiff's letter was designated the first of five 

“Pes ‘by encircled Arabie figure-1.in-the-right-margin,"————~———--____-__________.__- 

—The-attached-saxk copy of plaintiff's appeal shows.that plaintiff neither used. 

ee "Arabic figure" not encircled the non-existent Pigurese   __ durpose is served by this incredible misrepresentation to the COURT, a Bake at 

__ appear that in his appeal Plaintiff for the tiret time eam north tet which he > seeks, 

_ that he did at with emumarated TequaUay & and that t (again, the court is asked to bits 

after the complaint was filed), ¢ defendants made what is further misrepresented as 

Proper = nosningful Tesponsee 

The fact is that plaintiff's appeal Baeaa ath aetepeaee to ‘the: preceeding 

Lengthy correspondence deseribed above and to ‘verbal: requests for ‘that which | he was 

denied and incorporated them by reference,This appeal ‘began . with the v words, "Over the mont | 

nonths IT have ‘mde ‘requests for documents in “the ‘National | Archives" and, | as cited 

above 3 is | showing that in their selective quotation defendants ‘omitted what is 

"pertinent, continued by saying, "anticipating | ‘that these requests would be rejected, 

I asked that if rejected, ...the request be forwarded to you as my appéak under the ~ 

xeguiaiiex your regulations, as a necessary prerequisite in invocation of 5 U.S.C. 552 
7 i IS CT at a ee 

“In the absence of the alleged Arabic numerals -in-plaintiff's appeal; ~it-is-not ———~— 

possible, with complete certainty, to determine in all cases what the nineesitence——--———— 

~ "Lbems" ate in defendants ex post facto, self-sérving letter of September 17, 1970.


